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ABSTRACT 

Erasure 

by 

Jessica Young 

Control of water in the metropolis has occurred most dominantly through methods 

of channelization, or moving water across the landscape, contributing to the 

current infrastructural organization of bayous. If the principle method of control 

favored the movement of water through the earth, the landscape could begin to 

behave and perform much differently and complexly. The project investigates 

a situation where speculative non-structural methods of flood control interface 

with governmental acquisition of private residential property in a strategy to 

increase open space for parks. The variable landscape under investigation is 

always in transformation, be it in terms of physical growth (accumulation of land), 

in terms of entropy, or in terms of political and economic parameters. In such 

fluid territories multiple futures are projected through variable states, rather than 

a fixed solution, in a system that never reaches a point of crystallization and never 

settles on one scale of effects and implications. 
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Preface 

This project is a speculation on the future of our relationship with the 

natural landscape in a city where much of that landscape has been altered, 

reworked, and repressed to allow us to thrive as a metropolis. The territory where 

I’m intervening is ripe with contradiction and paradox, as it is simultaneously 

embedded in this natural landscape as well as performing as an extension of 

the city’s infrastructure. It is territory where distinctions between what is natural 

and what is synthetic become virtually obsolete. It is the middle ground where 

systems are simultaneously tied to economic fluctuations, especially the expected 

operational efficiency of the city, and to the variability of natural systems (weather 

patterns, for instance) and habitats. This is the “backstage” of the city where 

multitudes of systems coexist in one continuum. 

To actually live the way I’m suggesting in the project would require a 

substantial shift in thinking. It would require us to embrace the flux and flow 

of nature, rather than be pleased with her only when things are in balance and 

stable, or nice. It would require us to accept the conditions inherent to the places 

where we choose to live and to comprehend the limits to our growth. 

Occurring parallel to this “grounded” study is more abstract experimentation 

with variability and contingency in design. Immersed in a field of dynamic systems 

- both naturally occurring and implemented by man - the project finds itself 

afloat, never reaching a crystallized state of being, and never reaching a point 

where conditions are absolute. Operating in this territory is tricky. The design of 

such a project must be approached as the project of designing an organizational 

framework that can be bent and shifted to produce variable responses rather than 

an absolute solution. The strategy is to suggest possible outcomes rather than 

predict a final result. 



the brief version 
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bayou Infrastructure Houston’s bayou system, once a naturally-occurring network 

of waterways in a marshy landscape, is an incredible example of the evolution 

of an infrastructual system to meet the needs of a growing metropolis. Once the 

meandering home of plant and animal habitats, now concretized and straightened, 

the bayou system has been engineered to perform efficiently as it serves to 

convey excess storm water and run-off from neighborhoods and streets to larger 

water bodies in a downstream location. [>27 ] 
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100 year flood plain Close to 25% of the land area of Houston is within the 100 

year flood plain. This is land that is predicted to flood in a major flood event based 

on calculations of maximum flow over time (a hydrograph), A significant portion 

of the built environment, including residential neighborhoods, is contained in this 

zone. Because of the connection of flood frequency and severity to development, 

the designated flood plain is not a static, fixed outiine, but rather a boundary that 

is in flux, changing to accommodate additional pressure. [>32] 



linear park system This is a system of both completed and proposed parks being 

made possible through a joint effort by the Parks and Recreation Department 

(city) and the Harris County Flood Control District (county). In the relationship, 

the small sliver of undeveloped land adjacent to the bayous, which is part of an 

easement created by the HCFCD, is overlayed with a park program created by the 

PRD. The reason for interest in such a development is two-fold: On one hand it is 

a way to alleviate a bit of Houston’s parkland deficit. [>26] 
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master plan On the other hand, the proposed master plan for the linear park 

system offers a way to make use of land typically reserved for the excess of 

an infrastructure. The master plan designed for the linear park project outlines a 

formulaic programmatic intervention for occupying these strips of land with typical 

recreation activities such, as hike and bike trails, running parallel to the flow of 
the bayou. However, the bayou system and the surrounding floodplain are systems 

of flux and variability, perhaps not suitable for the homogeneous solution offered 

by such a master plan. [>29] 
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flood damage In the aftermath of a major flood event, when damage done to 

homes and businesses is reported as losses to insurance companies, the degree 

to which Houston’s 100 year flood plain is developed as occupiable land becomes 

increasingly apparent. The prevailing attitude towards development (anything, 

anywhere) perhaps meets its most formidable foe when the outcome materializes 

in the form of homeowners dwelling in floodplains. These are the people who 

must bear the impact of repetitive losses due to escalating flooding caused by 

increased development. [>38] 
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dealing Densification of development in the floodplain causes the emergence of 

a cycle of increased urban flooding and increased financial strain on funds for 

the repair of residences. As Houston continually tops the charts nationally for 

money spent on repairs due to repetitive losses reported for homes in the flood 

plain, alternative plans for dealing with flood plain management are essential. At 

the forefront, ecologically and economically, is an approach that deals with flood 

control non-structurally rather than with the further enlargement and alteration of 

the constructed infrastructure of the bayous. [>46] 
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towards a non-structural approach The catalyst for the experimentation with 

variability and contingency in design is the speculative, yet increasingly realistic, 

FEMA buy-out program. The program is ultimately concerned with implementing a 

non-structural method of flood plain management, initially through the acquisition 

of repetitively flooded homes. As property is acquired (by the unit of a lot) and 

structures removed, open space increases beyond the boundary of the linear 

park. Land is returned to a more naturally functioning flood plain where permeable 

surfaces allow for increased percolation and infiltration to ease the volume of flow 

heading downstream via the channelized bayous. 



+ The Gradient and the Field. 

Gradient: Change in the value of a quantity with change in a given variable and 

especially per unit distance in a specified direction, (from Merriam-Webster) 

As the project proceeded, the lack of hard lines and absolutes became more 

and more apparent, thus rendering an alternative way of thinking about informa¬ 

tion essential. Lines, such as the 100 year flood plain boundary, were re-rendered 

as gradients having a thickness and extending beyond a delineated edge. The 

gradient became a way of representing the existing information regarding the 

bayou system and developed into a conceptual device that would engage the new 

material brought to the project. In the gradient condition edges are fuzzy and 

states or sets of characteristics bleed into one another. Perhaps that is why some 

of the ecological diagrams (see below) from Richard Forman’s Landscape Ecology 

are appealing as methods of describing conditions in Houston’s flood plain [>30]. 

Especially useful are the descriptions of the migration of species across edges 

and boundaries, creating thickened zones rather than discrete lines. (1) 

Field: I borrow from Stan Allen, “A spatial matrix of loosely bound aggregates 

characterized by local interconnectivity. Overall shape...[is] less important than 

the internal relationship of parts, which determine the behavior of the field.” (2) 

The gradient field condition, considered both as an existing condition and 

a conceptual tool, will be described and depicted in various states through the 

project, but always as an active zone of varying densities and intensities. 
Tine 

^ 

Becinnint End 

> Concave and convex boundaries. Dashed line indicates the 

new frontier as element spreads across boundary. Over time, 
the boundary as a line of division dissolves into a thickened 
zone of interactivity. Courtesy of R. Forman. 
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percolation over run-off In a naturally functioning flood plain (a non-structural 

approach), where surfaces are permeable, not paved, the ground functions as 

a sieve allowing for the seepage of water back to the groundwater supply. Once 

fully saturated, excess water then moves downhill and into the waterways. In the 

current model, built for conveyance, water is directed from impermeable, paved 

surfaces to the storm sewer system which empties into the bayous. Overloading 

from the top down, because of the lack of soft-scape, causes flooding, [>33] 
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slowing the flow As the potential acquisition of property occurs and open space 

begins to accumulate through the floodplain, the lot-sized unit becomes the locus 

for the intervention of recreation activity. Initial moves are all about the movement 

of earth to create an immediately responsive and active landscape that begins 

slowing and reducing the flow of water to the bayou. Scale of intervention and 

more specific behavioral attributes are dependent on where in the flood plain 

acquisition has occurred. For instance, a strategy of pooling is most effective on 

those lots acquired on the fringes of the flood plain where accumulation is not 

as dense and distance from the bayou is greater. Programmatically, these areas 

could function as pocket parks. [>57] 
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slowing then directing At the lower ends of the flood plain (closer to the bayou), 

where the ground is generally more saturated, the strategy becomes one of hold¬ 

ing then slowly releasing water into the bayou. The interventions here are larger 
in scale and more attenuated across several lots, responding to the increased 

likelihood of property acquisition. The lot as the atomized unit of acquisition 

becomes increasingly unstable, as a recognizable unit, in these zones closer 

to the bayou as open space grows accretively. These large swaths of space 

become continuous with the linear parks and perform as a large urban park 

network. [>57 ] 
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+ From Pocket Parks to Urban Parks: Scalar Conditions 

The hydrologic forms briefly introduced in the preceding pages are not only 

related to the behavior of excess water, but they begin to become associated 

with different scales of programmatic activity as the use of land shifts from 

private residential to recreation. In order for each of the forms to work as 

designed, hydrologically speaking, a particular scalar condition is necessary. The 

relationship between hydrologic behavior and scale of intervention was derivative 

of the general location in the gradient field. This location, in turn, is related to 

a likelihood for participation in the buy-out program. The combination of these 

elements generated the examples of topographic forms on the previous pages. 

(For ail ten of the series see the Appendix.) 

These scales and types of hydrologic forms are suggestive of different 

programs and ways of occupation, by humans, animals, and plants. This will be 

discussed in more detail later, but for now some simple distinctions can be made. 

Most generally, the pooling-type forms can be associated with the behavior of 

a pocket park, or a small plot of open space existing in a sea of fairly dense 

houses. Activity here would reflect both the scale and the location. This plot is 

more or less in isolation from other parks in the system and on the fringes of the 

gradient field. On the bayou end of the gradient, a large urban park becomes 

the more likely option. Here, an attenuated swath of land covering many former 

lots spreads out along the bayou and up into the adjacent neighborhood. This 

park is more continuous, less frequently interrupted by houses, and thick with 

larger scale activities. In between the two extremes is a gradient of behavior 

types. Private property and park land could intermingle and boundaries are fuzzy 

between domestic programs and park programs. 
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grounding the framework A neighborhood along the Brays Bayou, in Bellaire, was 

chosen as the site for testing the organizational devices [>70]. Speculation as to 

the nature of property acquisition, its relative timing, and its breadth across the 

site produced a map rendered at several intervals of time. The drawings present 
one possible future of property acquisition (and reflexive growth of a park system) 
across the scale of the site, among many possibilities. However, at its most 

abstract level, growth would most likely occur secretively with land accumulating 

around the bayou and its associated linear park first. The effect generated is a 

gradual bursting at the seam, or an opening up of a previously contained corridor 
into the surrounding private development. [>65] 
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the scene at the local level Moving into the framework rather than looking from 

above reveals a condition of increasing intimacy between the landscape and 

the built-scape. As homes become surrounded by open space and as further 

recreation programs, habitation areas, and mobility systems are added to the 

environment, a new sense of coexistence between the inherent natural landscape 

and the synthetic suburban hardscape prevails. Perhaps this model is actively 

producing the qualities and effects that suburbia has been attempting to produce 

representationally for some time - life in a park setting. [>80] 
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circuits With the increase in accumulated property, and the spreading of open 

space through the flood plain, comes the need for other programs and organiza¬ 

tion. The circuits as a system become an active medium, swelling and contracting 

with other programs as need be, for threading together disparate park spaces 

through the gradient field. Circuits develop over time as more land is accumulated 

and function as the medium of connectivity and movement, providing access for 

cars and pedestrians alike. The three behavioral types, which are combinations of 

variable thicknesses, materiality, and speeds of travel, produce multiple possibili¬ 

ties of use and experience. [>76] 
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materiality Interventions require the simultaneous satisfaction of experiential 

needs related to recreation and the purely functional needs of an infrastructure. 

The nature of additions becomes a strategy of increasing permeability in all 

acquired land. Material variation generally occurs sectionally, responding to eleva¬ 

tion and to degree of wetness. On one hand this variation occurs at the scale of 

the site, following a general gradient of change from the fringes of the flood plain 

towards the bayou. Simultaneously, variation occurs at the local level within the 

sectional changes of the basins and channels that appear across the landscape. 

[>73] 
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the future: locally The framework suggests various potentials for the landscapes 

based on scale (size of acquisition), location in the flood plain (degree of wetness 

and elevation), and local needs. For instance, at the scale of a pocket park, which 

would most likely occur at the fringes of the flood plain and in isolation from 

other open spaces, plantings and the supported programs associated with the 

particular landscape and social condition would make for a much different park 

than the related open space closer to the bayou. [>96] 
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the future: city-^cale A strategy such as this one, which at its root is concerned 

with improving the performance of an infrastructure, could have enormous poten¬ 

tial for effecting growth at the city level. As the land associated with the bayou 

system thickens and bursts, way past the HCFCD designated easement into 

private development, a system which was once considered “backstage” to life in 

the city suddenly emits a new presence. Perhaps development finds its limit, at 

the edge of the flood plain, and Houston becomes a city fractured by green veins 

of permeable ground scapes and tree canopies. [>40] 
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> The Site 

> Reindeer herd reacting to helicopter overhead displaying a 

model of local interactivity breeding a dynamic composition. 
From Stan Allen, Points + Lines courtesy of Otto Bihaiji-Merin 
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The Site of Investigation, along two fronts 

Site, in this project, becomes a multiplicitous word that defines territories 

based not just on adjacency but on larger natural and artificial organizing networks 

and systems. In other words, the definition does not necessarily mean that 

measure is taken from geographical markers. This section is an attempt at 

defining the site of investigation as an expanded, and perhaps more complex, 

territory than the geographic version, which is absolutely involved as well. This 

site is operating two-fold: On one hand it is concerned with the harder and more 

definitive subjects swirling around infrastructures, open space, and urban issues. 

This is information that’s available for digestion. On another hand the site of 

investigation, or rather experimentation, includes a more abstract (yet pertinent) 

interest in dealing with unpredictability, contingency, and variability in design. The 

“other” site offers ideal material for such an investigation. Bringing the two sites 

together poses a question of how a designer effectively intervenes in a condition 

that’s doubly variable because of its simultaneous roots in natural processes and 

fluctuations of market-driven economics. 

The initial site can be determined through the recognition of the dominant 

systems and organizing networks that give form to complex spaces, such as the 

flood plains, in the urban landscape. Of importance is understanding that the 

landscape is latent with potential, or intelligence. It’s the designer’s role to go 

with the flow, but choreograph, or at least find the swerve in the latent systems 

to allow them to be used to expanded ends (especially in regards to their inter 

activity). The distortions, or wild cards, in the systematic and smooth flow of the 

natural and artificial forces and systems in the environment create the volatility or 

difference (3). The framework of the project can be improvisational, responsive, 

and active, producing change by adjusting the organization. 

The goal of the project has been to create an organizational framework that’s 

architecturally, or operationally, specific yet programmatically a bit indeterminate. 

This attitude towards the design work is a product of understanding the inherent 
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flux and variability of the material and an acceptance of indeterminacy as a 

product, not a shortcoming (4). Of importance has been to not simply criticize 

master planning as an obsolete activity in such territory, but to derive an alterna¬ 

tive that’s much more active and responsive to conditions, while simultaneously 

creating new dynamic conditions. The morphology of the project is amorphous, 

meaning nonlinear and multi-directional, unpredictable, sometimes vast, and fuzzy 

around the edges. 

> Barry Le Va; Bearings Rolled (Six Specific Instants; no 

Particular Order), 1966-67. A performance of chance. The 

process of creating this series of work involved the artist 
designing a set of rules for movement and an initial frame¬ 
work. From then he allowed events to unfold at their will. 

From Cornelia Butler, After Image: Drawing Through Process, 
courtesy of Barry Le Va. 
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The Map (on the following pages) entitled Houston Fractured is intended to give 

a brief introduction to the geographic features of the Houston landscape that are 

important to the project. The proceeding key briefly describes the features. 

super-neighborhoods Conceived of and organized 

by an initiative from Mayor Brown, the neighbor¬ 

hoods are intended to provide more effective com¬ 

munity input into city government policy making, 

budgeting, planning, and service delivery systems. 

A geographic framework of 88 super-neighborhoods 

was created to encourage residents of neighboring 

communities to work together to identify, plan, and 

set priorities to address the needs and concerns of 

a community. The boundaries of each super-neigh¬ 

borhood rely on major physical features (bayous, 

freeways, etc.) to group together contiguous com¬ 

munities that share common physical characteris¬ 

tics, identity, or infrastructure (5). 

drainage areas Areas across the landscape that 

are designated to drain to particular bayous or 

waterways. Are these designations based on geog¬ 

raphy or topography? Can we begin to get a sense 

for the shape of the land (topographically) based 

on the designation of these areas? How are the 

boundaries drawn - naturally occurring or super¬ 

imposed on the landscape? 
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flood plains Land that is predicted to flood in a 

major flood event - a 100 year flood - based on 

calculations of maximum flow over time (a hydro¬ 

graph). Owning a home or business in a designated 

flood plain significantly increases risk and therefore 

increases an owner’s insurance rate. Most of the 

$4 billion in annual national flood damage occurs 

in the flood plain. Because of the connection of 

flood frequency and severity to development, the 

flood plain is not a static, fixed outline, but a 

boundary that is in flux, changing to accommodate 

additional pressures due to the increase in imper¬ 

vious surfaces. 

linear park system A system of both completed 

and proposed parks being made possible through 

a Joint effort by the Parks and Recreation Depart¬ 

ment (city) and the Harris County Flood Control 

District (county). In the relationship, the land adja¬ 

cent to the bayous which is part of an easement 

created by the HCFCD, is overlayed with a park 

program created by the PRD. The master plan 

outlines a formulaic program for occupying these 

sites with typical recreation activities such as hike 

and bike trails running parallel to the flow of the 

bayou (6). 
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bayous and waterways Bayous are waterways that 

are affected by tidal movement. The addition of 

other types of waterways, essentially a branching 

system of growth, allows for an extensive system 

of distribution for drainage and conveyance across 

the landscape. The bayou system is relied upon 

for infrastructural means of carrying excess water 

and has resulted in the channelization and alterna¬ 

tion of the original courses of many of the bayous 

to accommodate increased flow capacities and 

speeds. The hydrological landscape is comprised 

of 800 miles of natural streams and 3000 miles of 

man-made channels and ditches, 

freeway system As a system of distribution and 

circulation the freeways provide another layer of 

flow and movement to the landscape. Organization 

is largely radial, from a central point. What is the 

relationship between the freeways and the bayous, 

especially sectionally? What occurs in the space 

between, when local contingency must be accom¬ 

modated while maintaining overall continuity, as 

two infrastructural systems meet and one must 

cross the other? 



r % 

Please see appendix 

for enlarged quadrants. 

houston fractured 

boundary map 
galveston bay 
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A spine of infrastructure and easements 

In the wake of an accelerated wave of construction and urban expansion, 

Houston’s landscape is loaded with vast tracts of infrastructure-laden land. Appar¬ 

ently discontinuous, these spaces of easements and residue weave their way 

through the urban fabric. Upon further examination, it becomes clear that these 

spaces are, in fact, very continuous and form the backbone or support structure 

for the city as they move our cars, power, and waste as far as needed. Of interest 

in this project is the flood control infrastructure, which, in order to perform 

optimally, must be allocated in a manner that is directly proportional to the area of 

built surfaces dispersed across the flood plain. 

Water in Houston is ever-present and urban flooding is a reality of living in 

the city. Events, which are still fairly unpredictable and momentary in duration, 

change the way we function and move about the city, creating a landscape that 

lies in anticipation. 

> Brays Bayou at highway 290. The intersection of two infra¬ 
structures and the sharing of an embankment. Accomodating 
local contingency while ensuring overall continuity. 

Creation of parks 

In an attempt to protect adjacent development from flood damage an 

easement has been created by the Harris County Flood Control District along the 

banks of the bayous. Much of this easement land is proposed to become part of 

a linear park network, connecting areas of the city via veins of spaces supporting 



typical recreation programs. Due to proximity to the bayous and lack of innovative 

design, these spaces become more or less unusable during a flood event. The 

parks are fairly mono-directional in terms of flow of people, water, and alignment 

of adjacent development. The general program proposed by the city has occurred 

in response to the reported parkland deficit, according to national standards, in 

Houston. This accumulated deficit, calculated according to park area per resident, 

is the trade-off for living in a city where residents pay no state or local taxes, and 

in exchange receive low civic services. 

> A linear park along Brays Bayou. The width of the ease¬ 

ment, also a steeply inclined embankment, is the extent 
of the linear park. The main feature of these parks is the 

asphalt path seen in the foreground. 

Ecological conditions 

In 1993 under the Clinton administration the Galloway Report was produced. 

In the report the various ways that human activities exacerbate flooding were 

acknowledged. Also, for the first time, the important ecological services provided 

by wetlands and upland forests is not only acknowledged as fact, but emphasized 

as necessity. Unless change is implemented soon, in the form of ecological 

restoration to the flood plains, the report suggests that major flooding will 

continue to be a recurrent phenomenon (7). What is not elucidated, but inferred, 

is that non-structural flood control methods are not only a better alternative for the 
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future, but may have the ingredients to correct past damage. 

Flooding is critical for healthy ecologies as it helps to nurture and develop 

complex and diverse habitats and biodiversity. Structural attempts to disrupt the 

flood regime, through the construction of barricades such as the bayou embank¬ 

ments, change the spatial variability of the flood which has adverse effects on 

the ecology. Suddenly ecologies from the local level to the level of the entire 

watershed are deprived of nutrients and minerals essential to their survival. 

Because of the extreme manipulation of the bayou flood plain, the organization 

has evolved into an ecological corridor/field relationship. In this situation, an 

interior and an exterior condition exist (8). Where the two meet is a thickened, 

active zone of species migration and interactivity. Specifically in terms of the 

bayou corridor, this is the zone where flood plain species meet the species of 

manicured lawns and meticulous landscaping, full of imported breeds. This is the 

fuzzy, active boundary where local interaction produces heterogeneity. 

Stf»p corndo'-s 

"tenor cl 
■ rteric' bu>^- open area -age Interior 

1 i 

■^orest 
Inter irj’ mien or Inter.or 

> Strip corridors. From Forman (1983). Courtesy ofekologia 

CSSR). Because of development patterns around the bayou, 
the reserved easements have created an ecoiogical condition 
referred to as a corridor. In this condition, edges take on a 

thickened, fuzzy quality and become a zone of great variation 
as species migrate across. 

https://Inter.or
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The Hydrograph Determining the shape of the flood plain 
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Flood plain management 

FACTS: 25-30% of Harris County lies within the 100 year flood plain. Most of 

the $4 billion in flood damage that occurs annually occurs in the flood plain. 

As the frequency of 100 year caliber floods increases (due to climate, rain, 

built surfaces), the city is faced with the ubiquitous and continuous necessity 

of improving and renovating the flood control infrastructure in order to protect 

surrounding development. Historically and presently, flood plain management has 

been achieved through structural modifications to the landscape (Army Corps of 

Engineers approach, for example) to meet the increasing demands of a needy 

infrastructure relied upon to perform efficiently. It’s been proven, however, that 

much of this type of work is largely short-sighted in scope and detrimental to 

both the natural and urban landscape over time. A more favorable approach for 

long term positive change involves non-structural modification, or a cease in the 

complete reliance upon methods of conveyance (concrete channels) and a turn 

towards a model that involves natural methods of infiltration and percolation of 

water. To catalyze a move towards this method of flood plain management would 

involve the mobilization of people across several levels - from local to federal -

and a general shift in attitude regarding the relationship between urban life and 

the water that is inherently part of the natural condition of the landscape. The two 

methods are described below. 

Method 1: Dependence on Infrastructure (see page 35) 

Current conditions for removing excess water from sites involves predominantly 

structural (storm sewers, channels) methods and run-off. The dominant strategy 

is one of conveyance, or moving large quantities of water swiftly off the surface 

and downstream. Such methods of flood control place dependence on engineered 

structures to control an otherwise natural event. Stressing the system is normal 

as storm sewers and the bayous are continually pushed to their maximum 

capacities due to increasing pressure from natural systems and from increased 
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development, or hard-scape. The typical, or "natural,” method of moving water 

involves infiltration, which is impeded in areas of development, where impervious 

surfaces dominate. 

Method 2: Relieving Pressure (see page 35) 

The gradual displacement of built structures from the 100 year flood plain leads 

to a change in the general hydrodynamics of a site. Instead of dependence upon 

structural devices (storm sewers, channels) for moving water across impervious 

surfaces, excess water is moved from the surface via methods of infiltration. 

The naturally occurring process of percolation, or the filtration of water through 

the soil to ground water deposits, can only occur through permeable surfaces. 

This slower, more distributed method keeps water onsite and alleviates pressure 

downstream caused by typical conveyance methods, which are built for speed 

and volume. 
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Dependence on Infrastructure 

9«^und water 

Relieving Pressure 
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Buy-Out/Sell-Out 

FEMA, a federal agency, is responsible for protecting residents (in possession 

of flood insurance) within the 100 year flood plain from losses attributed to 

flooding. As the intensity and frequency of urban flooding increases, and FEMA’s 

financial responsibility to residents grows, FEMA finds itself searching for alterna¬ 

tive methods for managing the flood plain. Although their position of imminent 

action is purely in response to an economic situation, the decision to proceed 

increasingly with non-structural methods of management will have a positive 

impact environmentally, socially, politically, and economically. FEMA reports that 

the most long-term, cost-effective method of management involves their plan for 

the buy-outs of homes reporting repetitive losses (more than one) or one large 

loss exceeding 50% of the building’s market value. The execution of this plan 

would cause a major disruption in the system as it exists now, on many levels, 

and would be grounds for a reassessment of the role of agencies such as the 

Harris County Flood Control District and the re-rationalization of concepts such 

as the Flood Insurance Rate Map (which is tied to the designation of the 100 

year flood plain line. The FEMA flood plain line is an immaterial designation that 

engages all aspects of flood control in an imaginary, yet discrete boundary.) 

Consequences of such a buy-out program would create a scenario of thinning 

structural development within the 100 year flood plain and a reflexive building 

up, or thickening, of structural density on higher ground. However, because the 

buy-out program does not entail a ‘wiping the slate clean” approach, but rather a 

pattern of gradual accumulation of lots over longer periods of time, the potential 

public park spaces would become more integrated, organizationally, into existing 

private development. The accumulating ocean of public space and the pockets of 

privatized development could potentially act as one large organism, where their 

relationship is integral rather than conditional. This relationship is in contrast to 

the current model of public park corridor buffered by seas of private development, 

with very little integration. 
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The buy-out program and the reflexive accumulation of open space was 

designed to mitigate the suffering and financial losses from repeated flooding, 

The program provides federal and state money to purchase structures in the 

floodplain from owners, who then relocate to property away from the risk and 

contribute to the derailment of the historic cycle of repeated destruction and 

rebuilding of properties located in flood prone areas. The relocation of residents 

from flood plains actually reduces costs to the nation as the majority of funds 

come from federal reserves. To be eligible for relocation the owner must have a 

valid flood insurance policy, which technically speaking, anyone with a mortgage 

living in the floodplain must have. Unfortunately the participation in ownership of 

flood insurance policies is not 100%, so some residents would not benefit from 

such a program. Once a property is acquired the community must agree to accept 

the title to the property and to manage it for "open space” purposes. This type of 

mitigation IS cost-effective. FEMA claims that for every dollar expended in a buy¬ 

out two are saved in reduced future disaster losses. Texas leads the nation in the 

number of properties that have received flood insurance payments greater than 

the value of the home [> ]. In fact, the highest payment for flood damage above 

actual market value of a home was in Houston, where one residence claimed 

16 losses totaling close to $700,000 over the value of the house. Currently, in 

Houston there are 200 properties targeted for buy-out in Friendswood totaling 

$19.6 million of market value. (9) 

For more information on 

repetitive losses due to flood¬ 

ing see the Higher Ground 

Report produced by the 

National Wildlife Foundation. 

> Flood insurance rate zones in Harris County. Courtesy of 
FEMA 
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A brief look at single family homes with insurance claims reported, due to 

damage during a flood event, which exceed building value exposed the potential 

importance of the buyout program to Houstonians and the positive potential of an 

alternative to the current model of floodplain management. Repetitive flooding in 

Houston and the related insurance claims made take a toll on the county at the 

national level. Ultimately the federal government is almost solely responsible for 

providing the economic means for aid following a disaster. Cutting these losses 

begins with limiting the number of recurrent properties reporting claims. 

which exceed the building's declared market 
value 

Total expenditure for losses: $29,219,384 

$14,889,552 total in excess 

[from the Higher Ground Report, NWF] 

Houston’s Role in National Flood Loss 
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Houston Property 

Other U.S. Property 

Expenditure Rankings Narrowing the field 

reveals that of the top 30 properties in the this 

study, a staggering 22 are located in Houston. 
In other words, Houstonians own almost 75% 

of the most expensively damaged and repaired 

properties in the country. 

Expenditure of the top 30: $9,251,562 

$5,700,730 In excess 

[from the Higher Ground Report, NWF] 

The Top 200 Repetitive Loss Properties in the U.S 
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Larger scale potential 

The elements of the site, when considered in terms of their relationship 

to each other, are suggestive of new possibilities on an urban scale. Urbanism 

and flood control enter into a more integral relationship described by intensified 

exchanges and increased complexity, as compared to the corridor/field, either/or, 

relationship of the current model. What are the implications of this on an urban 

level? Perhaps one consequence, and possibly this is what FEMA is trying to 

say, is that Houston, a city with no apparent limits to its growth and a city that 

has been built with exactly this promise of endless growth as its foundation, 

does in fact have an inherent imposition to grov\4;h. The geographic features of 

the Houston landscape are not nearly as consistently dramatic as cities who 

find edges to their growth at landscape features such as mountain ranges, 

coastlines, or river banks, for Houston’s most spectacular feature is unpredictable 

in its effect and only momentarily (in the grand scheme of things) occurring. The 

bayou system and its flood plains are atomized geographic features, admittedly 

manufactured to some ends and definitely engineered to support urban growth, 

that could begin to delineate a type of fractured container or shape for the 

built environment, which is an interesting paradox. Because structures have 

occupied spaces well inside the flood plain, initial moves in the refinement of the 

morphology of urban growth would be retro-active in nature, or focused on the 

un-building of a plot of land. 

The thinning of structures in the floodplain suggests a reciprocal thickening 

of another type of space. As the density of structures diminishes, space around 

the bayous thickens. Speed of water movement decreases. Linear parks, typified 

by laminar flows of recreation space along edges, spill outwards beyond the 

easement into surrounding residential neighborhoods. Growth of open space is 

accretive in nature as vacated plots of land accumulate. On an urban level, growth 

(or un building) becomes shaped by green veins and begins to take on a fractured 

form resulting in another scale of organization within the metropolis. 
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Gradual Thickening of Green 
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Some Afterthoughts 

The thesis takes the position that a shift from a dependence on structural 

solutions to an acceptance of non-structural solutions in flood plain management 

is essential, and inevitable. Design is not just reactive to a new spatial condition, 

but must become inventive of a method of intervention that takes account of a 

very unique environmental, social, economic, and political situation, where little is 

predictable and much is left to chance. The resulting spaces of the FEMA buy-out 

program, designated to be “open,” must be programmed to accept flood water 

yet accommodate more everyday and routine programs, given their relationship to 

the linear parks. What’s the nature of the relationship between the accumulating 

spaces and the previously designated linear spaces? The extended open space 

will form a seam with the linear parks and will begin to agglomerate onto and 

beyond the seam. This new integration of the once-contained easement zone and 

the field beyond challenges the original notion of the discrete, bound-up edge 

in favor of a looser, more unraveled concept. The result is consideration of the 

linear parks and the emergent open space beyond as potentially part of the 

same system. This does not indicate a homogenization of the space, but rather a 

retainment of heterogeneous qualities in a system that has been smoothed Just 

to the point of interactivity. 

The diagrams on the following pages are one attempt at seeing the spatial 

variability that a turn to non-structural flood plain management could offer. The 

morphology of the park network expands and shifts overtime as more property is 

acquired and converted to open space. 
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100 year floodplain line 

easement/linear park 
boundary 

BRAYS bayou 

easement/linear park 
boundary 

100 year floodplain line 

current conditions Bellaire 

> A gradient of conditions through the flood plain on a 

particular site studied 
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> year > year 

Speculation 1; Initial Clearing 
> Acquisition of lots occurs sporadically, in patches, as resi¬ 
dents accept buy-out offers from FEMA and relocate to higher 
ground. Resultant open space agglomerates to the previously 
established easement line of the linear park. The park takes 
an amorphous shape and becomes intertwined with private 

development, softening and blurring the initial hard edge 
between the bayou corridor and the field beyond. 
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Speculation 2: Flood Event 
> When water rises does my property value increase? The 

possibility for "lake front property” becomes (somewhat) of 
a reality, but more of a periodic event that occurs when 

a number of systems converge in time and space. The 

presence of water could become not so much of an urban 

catastrophe as an urban event. How would a situation such 

as this affect the value of houses and their property along 
the flood plain? 
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> Andreas Gursky, Untitled I, 1993. 
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One Site, chosen for investigation 

The form of the project began to develop after a particular geographic site had 

been determined. From that point, having some material to work with and some 

constraints to work within, the framework for the basic interventions across the 

field were developed. The a language of topographical form became a derivative 

of hydrologic functionality, as the priority in implementation is immediate action. 

From the roots in hydrology the landscape forms began to suggest possible 

programs and activities, appropriate to their particular scales and terrains. 

In speculating as to the sequence and pattern of the buy-out program on a 

particular site, it became apparent that the growth of the open spaces would 

be radically different at the extremes of the gradient field. Generally, acquisition 

would be sparser and growth would appear more pixelated in conditions at the 

outer areas of the flood plain. Meanwhile, growth of open space near the bayou 

would be thicker and more about agglomeration onto the linear park. Acquisition 

will most likely occur with a greater frequency in these zones. As these open 

spaces become parks, a bundled term with preconceived notions of requirements 

perhaps, the unpredictable temporal cycles of hydrologic systems are overlaid 

with the more regular temporal cycles of social systems or routines. 

> Selection of the test site, in South West Flouston along the Brays Bayou: 

Property Clustering and Economic Impact 

The twenty-two ranked Flouston properties (in terms of reported losses 

due to repetitive flooding) have been mapped locally to display their geographic 

clustering along the bayou system. This is an indicator of locations where urban 

flooding has historically been the most destructive. In its proceedings with the 

buy-out program, FEMA will target these areas as top priority, (see diagram on 

the following page). 

These findings, along with field observation and other information, were 

used to choose the Bellaire area along the Brays bayou as the test site for the 

remainder of the project. 



The nationally top ranking property of 
expenditure excess is an East Humble 
home sitting along Cypress Creek, a 

tributary of Lake Houston. 
Declared Value: $114,480 

4 > Damage Payments (16 Losses): $806,591 
$692,111 (In excess) 

# Site 

Cypress Creek 

A Clear Creek 

# Cypress Creek 
O Halls Bayou 

Brays Bayou 

1^[Elsewhere in U.S.] fifBellaire 0Baytown Awest Humble •Friendswood ..I^East Humble 

ri4>ii5] 117 19>f20T 22Ti23>fM>f25>fH>f27' 3D> 

00 
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Bellaire 

Geographic Information 
> The quadrant representing the Bellaire section of the 

map displays the convergence of various infrastructures and 

boundary lines. The site was chosen for this reason along 
with the general scale and density of the neighborhood. Lots 
are typically smaller than average and homes typically one-

story construction dating from the 1960’s to 1970’s. 
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Bellaire from above 

> The aerial photograph reveals the physical features that 
the previous mapping exercises cannot - density of the 
residential landscape, other infrastructural corridors, and the 

general street grid. 
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Bellaire flood plain 
> The Brays Bayou area of Bellaire, showing the topography 
of the area, the 100 year flood plain, and some of the other 
mapping elements of the plot. The flood plain boundary is not 
a fixed line, but a variable delineation which must shift and 

bend to accommodate surface changes. The form of this map 

would be altered to reflect the easing of pressure after the 
initiation of the buy-out program. The site was chosen for the 
observable extent of the flood plain. In this area of the city 

topography is especially minimal and the flood plain extents 
outwards to encompass many homes and businesses. 
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Clustering 

The following pages depict, diagranrimatically, the potential pattern of 

acquisition of property in the flood plain. What are the general behavior types of 

growth? The process could be understood as a series of state changes as the 

diagrams begin with the lot as the unit of acquisition and attempt to understand 

how that unit becomes increasingly unstable through the process of acquisition. 

Additionally, the diagrams have a spatial registration in that they are tied to 

general areas in the gradient field of the 100 year flood plain. This spatial registra¬ 

tion gives the moments depicted specific scalar characteristics. Conceptually, the 

sequence or evolution of growth could be understood as an evolution from point 

to line to field condition. Initially the process appears pixelated, but this quality 

dissolves through scales. 
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LOT 

> LOT accumulation notes. Begins as a very stable 
element with discrete boundaries. Site specific 
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(P)LOT 

(X) (X) 

Y 
(X) 

> (P)LOT accumulation notes. Exchange between lots 

develops as boundary begins to dissolve. 
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(SP)LOT 

(X) 

(X) (X) (X) 

(X) (X) (X) (X) (X) 

Y 

(X) (X) (X) 

B (X) (X) (X) 

> (SP)LOT accumulation notes. Larger scale move¬ 

ment develops internally and externally to link clus¬ 
ters of Y’s 
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(SP)LOT(CH) 

> (SP)LOT(CH) accumulation notes. Multiple scales of 
movement. Note that all states are still present in 

state A, but their discreteness is dissolved giving way 

to larger scale organization. 
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Topographic and Hydrologic Forms 

The preceding examples of Gradient Levels are the result of the folding 

together of previous information to arrive at a series of topographic interventions, 

each one having specific spatial and scalar qualities. The material in question 

is earth. These interventions are intended to be understood as the first layer 

of occupation or activation of an acquired piece of land, allowing the plot to 

become immediately active and part of the system. The formal nature of the 

interventions are derivative of the hydrologic behavior most appropriate for the 

particular zone in the gradient field (pooling, for example). Essentially, as a series, 

the interventions actively produce a gradient of effects as behavior is modified 

slightly from one to the next. Movement from one gradient level to the next should 

be understood as spatial, or finding alignment in the field, but also temporal, 

as these states are evolutionary or growing from one to the next. In this way, 

the gradient levels represent the folding together of the abstract diagrams (Lot, 

(P)lot, etc) on the previous pages with hydrologic information and a greater spatial 

understanding. From this point, the gradient level diagrams were the generators 

of more specific work as the next step was to array the moments across a 

geographic site, spatially and temporally. 

See the Appendix for the entire ten step set. 
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Gradient level 1 

> General notes: water movement involves pooling and collec¬ 

tion onto the acquired lot, park activity is contained within 

hard boundaries, sidewalk is affected 
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Gradient level 5 

> General notes: water storage becomes atomized in 
several pooling areas as collection increases, pooling areas 

stretched across lots to increase interaction, form begins to 

direct run-off water down the gradient while slowing its speed, 
park begins to offer an alternative form of circulation across 

the block 
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Gradient level 8 

> General notes: water storage is atomized and spread 
across a number of lots, existing structures begin to be 

interrupted more frequently and park spaces offer alternative 
forms and paths of circulation 
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Gradient level 10 

> General notes: water storage is atomized, spread, and 
directed towards the bayou as the hydrology develops a 

more complex relationship with bayou condition, tributaries 
form to move water, more slowly, into the bayou and into 
the ground, park becomes more continuous and circulation 
routes become absorbed. 
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> Model, plot 2. 
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Three Sites, within the site 

Within the larger geographic Bellaire site, three specific points for intervention 

were chosen to be studied more closely. The three were chosen to offer points of 

variation in behavior, scale, and form based on location in the field and reflect 

the variation in hydrologic behavior. In each plot, the lot remains the atomized 

unit, the unit of acquisition, the unit of growth. Soon, however, the clearly 

designated boundaries of this unit (determined by market forces, interest rates, 

and current economics) dissolve and give way to the stuff of the more material 

and continuous infrastructural and natural systems present. Hydrologically, lots 

begin as isolated conditions, where the movement of water on the land reflects 

that initial isolation by directing the flow inwards. This condition then becomes 

more unstable and extroverted. In the gradient lots acquired near the bayou 

become more quickly dissolved as recognizable, atomized units. At top of gradient 

lots are more cohesive as isolated incidents, or pockets. This suggests a different 

initial treatment of the lot as it’s acquired, depending on where it is in the 

gradient. 

The project is operating as a speculative condition of land acquisition, 

directed by a federal body, that would serve to broaden the narrow spine of land 

that is currently determined to be a linear park. It’s all about variable states and 

contingency plans in an unpredictable system bound by parameters. The project 

operates within these parameters, but allows for swerves in thinking and acting. 

One must deal with complex temporal issues where the system is always in a 

state of unfolding, always intermediate, never reaching a crystallized state as 

parameters change and entropy becomes more and more of an issue. The project 

is one of time gradients and spatial gradients where effects unfold over time and 

through space, but not necessarily linearly. The layers of hydrologic activity, park 

activity or recreation, and mobility begin to dissolve in their distinctions through 

the gradient, which means that they become more simultaneous and bound up in 

each other. At the top of the gradient these may occur distinctly, at the bottom 
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they become more of a continuum where flow and movement is swallowed up in 

the conditions of the bayou infrastructure. 

Ultimately I’m dealing with the program of recreation in newly reclaimed land 

along infrastructural corridors. What is different is the complexity at play. What 

is crucial is the role of time in the shaping of the space (natural systems and 

entropy, artificial systems and agglomeration). The strategy, therefore, is to set up 

an organizational framework and demonstrate how it could work, in one possible 

future of multiple scenarios. The goal is to open up the existing stuff, chart 

new interactions, not a mapped exact correspondence between architecture and 

activity as something articulate but rather realize a degree of play between form 

and event, a loose fit of organization and program. The work anticipates the 

participation of different architects, agencies and individuals in construction and 

design (10). 
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PLOTl 

PLOT 2 

PLOT 3 

Location of the three sites 

> Plot 1, 2, and 3 were chosen to represent three distinct 
conditions that may occur in the gradient field. For the remain¬ 
der of this chapter, the label plot 1, 2, or 3 refers to these 
areas of Bellaire. 
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park land 

thickened ribbon 

(see ##) 

Bellaire 
' ^ accumulation 
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park land 

thickened ribbon 

(see ##) 

feeder 

(see ##) 

distributor 
(see ##) 

^
_ Bellaire 

accumulation 
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model a 

model b 

model c 

model d 

park land 

I thickened ribbonI (see 04a) 
feeder 
(see 04a) 

(see 04a) 
model sites 

I distributor

Bellaire 

accumulation 
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Four models 

> The models above were constructed as studies of the 

temporal and spatial locations indicated on page 68. They are 

topographic models studying the hydrologic forms presented 
in the previous chapter. For more on the construction of the 

models, see page 101. 
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park land 

thickened ribbon 
(see ##) 
feeder 
(see ##) 
distributor 
(see ##) 

_. Bellaire 
T4 accumulation 
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Going Local 

Zooming into the three plots more intimately and looking at how the park 

system in the flood plain takes shape from the bottom up. First though, I will 

introduce the various materials and processes and operations involved with the 

implementation of park program into former private property. Still functioning with 

the minimal addition of program, the most important aspect of the system is the 

immediate responsiveness. Earth is immediately moved upon acquisition and the 

piece of land becomes active in the relieving of pressure off the bayou system. 

The proceeding set of drawings were thought of as a material/processes library of 

sorts. They are to give a brief description of the general organizational framework 

and layers of operations in the formation of parks. 

la Materiality Intertwining of Surfaces > A gradual conversion of hardscape, residual 
from residential neighborhood, is converted to 

softscape, or permeable ground covering. 
lb Materiality Vegetal Surfaces > A gradient of vegetal ground covers occurs on 

the scale of the flood plain and on the local scale 

of the basins and channels. The gradient has to do 
with variety and height ofgrowth. 

2 Organization 3 Loose Typologies > Three very loose behavior types, tied to location 
in the gradient, general hydrology, and scale 

emerged through the process. The sink, filter, and 
source also described potential ways of occupying 
the particular areas. 

3a Landforms Hydrologic Interventions > The ten steps ofgradient levels found their way 

to the specific site and become associated with 

the three typologies listed above. 
3b Landforms Hydrologic Interventions 

4a Mobility Network Site Scale > Connects the existing system of urban circulation 
to that of the park. The system joins the disjunctive 

network of park patches and larger swaths of land 
and habitats. 

4b Mobility Network Path Types > Speed of movement, type of movement, and 

companion program is variable for the different 
path types. 

4c Mobility Network Key 

5 Implementation Through Time and Space > Program and activity in the park system 

emerges, and more mixing occurs, through time 
and space as acquisition increases. 
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T1 T2 T3 

^ Materiality
Intertwining of Surfaces 
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Materiality
“ 

Vegetal Surfaces 
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from basin 

forml 

form 5 

GENERALMORPHOLOGICALEVOLLTriON 
form 8 

to channel 

L Landforms 

Hydrologic Interventions 
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. Mobility Network 
“ site scale plan 



berms /1 thickened ribbon 

fimNEST \ 

potential etthletic field 

soft path 

wildflower clumps 

berms / seating 

maintenance station+ 2 feeder (occaisional) + habitat nests 

drinking fountain 
(occaisional) 

+ 3 distributor 

Mobility Network 
Specific Path Types 



78 1thickened ribbon 
> A swath of land flowing along the bayou, 
connecting disparate points in the park 

system, that swells and contracts as parkland 

is accumulated in adjacent zones. Initially, in 
a slimmed-down scheme, it accommodates a 

bermed path system with a hard-scaped path 

(for bicycles and skates) and a soft path. 
The directed flow of these paths is eventually 

expanded to larger scale field-based programs 

(soft surface), such as soccer, as land is 

acquired. This system may coincide with wet¬ 

land habitats (florai and fauna mobility) and 

other mobility networks, due to its proximity to 

the bayou, and incorporates vehicular as well 
as pedestrian traffic. 

habitat nests
> A drifting cloud of species particular 
to habitats engendered by the hydrologic 

regime of zones throughout the site. In 
these cases, flora and fauna become 

mobilized as drift across ecological 
boundaries occurs. The habitat nests 

drift through and across other mobility 
network types and expand their particular 
paths as land is acquired, allowing for a 

sort of infrastructural history to become 

visible through the biology of a habitat. 
Habitat types most suited include wet¬ 

lands (tall grass swales), meadows (mid¬ 

height grasses and wildflowers), and tree 

groves. 

2 feeder 
> A strip of land, of varying thickness, that 
gradually creates connectivity between dispa¬ 
rate patches of parks in the flood plain. These 

paths run north-south, always attempting to 

Join parks of various scales and programs and 
become continuous as land becomes avail¬ 

able. Eventually they form an uninterrupted 
access route from the edge of the flood plain 
to the bayou. This is an internal, soft path, 
designated as an alternative route for the 

pedestrian or biker from the road. Within the 
limits of the path is a bermed terrain of 
shorter grass (maintenance necessary) punc¬ 

tuated by clumps of wildflowers creating visual 
continuity through the flood plain. 

3 distributor 
> A thickened lane of movement that follows 

an existing circulation path across the bayou. 
The flow ties the park system into conven¬ 

tional urban circulation while adding breadth 
and variety. Planting fills the strips between 
a bicycle path and a walking path, which are 

all extensions of the normative curb/grass 

strip/sidewalk layering of typical residential 
areas. However, in this case, that typical lay¬ 

ering becomes fattened and occupiable as 

a small strip park. The center island in the 

roadway becomes a site for lighting. 
Mobiiity Network 
Key to Types 
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availability of site to program and users 

through space: 

neighbors 

city community 

running/cycling 

environmentai edt 

speciai events 

recreationai athletics, 

organized athletics, 

artists/performers 

[isolated groups and programs] [mixing in tirne and spiace] 

BAYOU 100 YEAR FLOODPLAIh 

tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 tio tu ti: 

g Implementation
Through Time and Space 
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Local Conditions 

Local conditions at each of the three sites were rendered at several 

hypothetical moments, after a duration of time had passed. The individual frames 

are actually part of a larger matrix that allows for the simultaneous comparison 

of changes through time at one plot, and spatial changes at particular moments 

in time. Images of the models were included, as another way of seeing these 

sites, where appropriate. 
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T1 plot 1 
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T3 plot 1 
-6 
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T1 plot 2 
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T1 plot 3 
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Plantings and programs 

The scales and locations, in time and space, of the emerging parks suggest 

different planting types relevant to social conditions and neighborhood needs. 

> page 97, an area in plot 3: wetland, 

> page 98, an area in plot 2: vegetable garden 

> page 99, an area in plot 1: community garden 
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+ More 
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Some notes about the models 

Conventional nnethods for modeling topographic landscapes seemed to come 

up short for this project due to their fixity, for the most part. A technique that 

would prove to provide a more open model involved the generation of vertical 

sections that were then tied together, with space between. The models were 

produced from MDF using a CNC Router. The sections were generated from a 

computer model, then imported into a 2D program where they were scaled to the 

real scale of the model and arrayed on stock sheet of MDF. The process of prepar¬ 

ing information for the manufacturing of these models was highly educational, 

bringing to light any misalignments or miscalculations in the topography not 

evident in a plan or singular section. Seeing the spaces in three dimensions off 

the computer screen proved to be especially satisfying and generative of future 

ideas for this project and others. 
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sources and notes 
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NOTES 

1. Richard T.T. Forman and Michael Godron, Landscape Ecology {Ne\N York: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1986), 175. 

2. Stan Allen, Points + Lines: Diagrams and Projects for the City (New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 92. 

3. Keller Easterling, Organization Space (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999), 3. 

4. Allen, Points + Lines: Diagrams and Projects for the City, 97. 

5. City of Houston, <http://www.ci.houston.tx.us/departme/planning/ 
superNeigh.htm> 

6. City of Houston, <http://www.ci.houston.tx.us/departme/parks/masterplan/> 

7. National Wildlife Federation, “Greening the Corps.’'<http://www.nwf.org/ 
greeningcorps/report.htm> 

8. Forman and Godron, Landscape Ecology, 132. 

9. Conrad, David, “Higher Ground.” <http://www.nwf.org/floodplain/ 
higherground.htm> 

10. Allen, Points + Lines: Diagrams and Projects for the City, 73. 

http://www.nwf.org/floodplain
https://Corps.�'<http://www.nwf.org
http://www.ci.houston.tx.us/departme/parks/masterplan
http://www.ci.houston.tx.us/departme/planning
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